The issue starts with a dialectic between Shaw (2017) and Penders (2017) about the nature of authorship: the Bvagueness^of a laissez-faire approach as opposed to a more rigorous Bnowhere to hide^set of rules to ensure that nobody gets a free ride (English common law v continental codes is the legal example of the fundamental tension at play here). This at a time when the Bcurrency^of authorship is very real: the metrics of the academic career have a definite value for promotion, tenure and funding. As every sphere of life is measured, categorized, and then regulated, does it make a better world, and how do we all preserve our sanity in the process that greater procedural rigor demands of us, and does it takes us where we want to go (assuming that the destination is agreed in the first place)?
Leigh Rich (2017) has set the scene (below) for the trust symposium, which has a particular focus on public trust in the domain of expert knowledge. In her introductory editorial essay, Rich sets the scene with a literary take on the issues by discussing the interface between fact and fiction in the modern novel. She refers extensively to the work of Karl Ove Knausgård whose multi-volume Bnovel^based on his own life (the provocatively titled My Struggle, that may lay some claim to be in the tradition of Rousseau's Confessions [France 1987]) : is a lacerating exposition of the inner life of a man laying bare his behavior (good, but often also bad), his unconscious, and thereby also in a tangential way, his spiritual world view (Knausgård 2013) . In a Freudian way both writers reveal their true instincts and selftalk in which the writer-reader covenant is challenged throughout to ask: was it really like this, what would the other characters say if they could give their version of events, stripped of the writer's account: super ego, ego, and id? This is true for the writer, but is it true to you the reader, indeed can we trust the text? Perhaps the point of this Bfiction^is that it is just that and should be seen as neither true nor false but a work of art that reveals the human condition: warts and all; fact and fantasy all mixed up in one.
Dante reserves the deepest place in hell in the BInferno^for those who betray trust. Trust is at the heart of human relationships in every way, and is the bedrock of all bioethics and all caring relationships. It is also the cornerstone of political functioning, although frequently (and maybe more frequently now in democracies that espouse higher collective principles?) honoured in the breach. Tell a big lie that is popular enough and you will get away with it? The sceptic tradition is one that exhorts us to be personally discerning about what we read and watch, to take nothing for granted; but how can any society function if it cannot make assumptions of veracity in its political, scientific, and cultural spheres? Trust has to be Bearned^it is often said. None of us can be experts in everything, so we do rely on what we know or believe to be the expertise of others. In postwar England, for instance, scientists were once referred to in collective and reverential terms: Bthey can do wonderful things these days^-assuming some kind of assumed trust in the inherent goodness of science and progress. However, distrust of science, especially in health and food matters is now rife, as the massive growth in alternative and complementary healthcare shows, people flock in huge numbers to practices that makes sense for them, even if the underlying theories at play have little or no Bscientific^basis. Powerful Belitesâ re under attack, babies flying out with the bath water everywhere, and trust only established where care and individual attention are lined up, and theories that may be baseless are accepted because they tell us something we want to hear and in many cases provide a basis for agency and action that more mainstream ideas do not. Gray (2017) from Wellington, New Zealand, picks up this theme with regard to recent controversies about homeopathy and suggests that a binary approach is unhelpful for patients and argues for a more inclusive way of integrating this practice into healthcare, including a better understanding of placebo responses. Bouzenita (2017) , writing from Oman, gives us a valuable Islamic account of stem cell harvesting, but also provides an accessible overview of Islamic bioethics. In Islam he explains, legal and ethical perspectives are closely overlapped into one religious approach to ethical evaluation of everything, including the subject of the article. This is, of course, a contrast to western bioethics, that situates itself in a theologically neutral, secular, space so that dispositions can be independent of any particular theology. Bosteels et al. (2017) from Gent, Belgium, interrogates the ever-expanding nature of public health interventions for children, with particular regard to screening for deafness. The bigger question here is: where are the limits of personal (and in this case parental) liberty as society is driven by utilitarian norms to identify defects and disabilities to correct? The pursuit of the perfectibility of the human condition may be an un-interrogated and assumed public interest, that is not without social and political consequences, and at the very least need to be monitored and questioned as these authors do.
Clucas and St Claire (2017) from Bristol, United Kingdom, contribute an empirical study of respectfulness amongst medical students. They conclude that Bunconditional^respect can be increased by appropriate interventions. It might be troubling to many that it is necessary to do this for students who have chosen a medical career. It is a challenge for all health educators to inculcate a professional approach to patient care that is respectful but also allows students to process, in a safe and healthy way, the feelings they will inevitably have when they are required to care for people who display behaviours and say things that may, for instance, at times, be rude, discriminatory, or even criminal. To what extent can attitudes be taught, and perhaps more importantly role-modelled? This work also begs the question, with something as inner and personal as respect, of how much comes from the heart, is truly felt and acted out, as opposed to phoney and done only to pass exams and comply with professional standards. How much value do patients and communities place on acted out values and superficial (or even artificial) care, that have no sincere personal basis. Maybe sometimes that's just how it has to be for the fair and effective delivery of healthcare, especially in a pluralist world? Queen Elizabeth I famously observed that she did not have a window into men's souls on religious matters, and so it is for the motivations of ethical behaviour. However, human beings, no less so when they are patients or clients, have a very highly attuned monitoring sense for authenticity, and students need to be aware of this.
Blikshavn, Husum, and Magelssen (2017) from Norway argue that assisted dying should not be made available to people with depression. They dispute the existence of an entity of Btreatment-resistant^depression and the admission of hopelessness. In the modern war on depression and suicide, the medical paradigm is dominant and despite all the admissions by mental health professionals that drugs cannot Bcure^depres-sion, there seems little place for any understanding of those whose genetic make-up, and personal and social situations fail to respond to multiple attempts at Bgold standard^modern multimodal psychiatric treatment. In the understandable and broadly supported common desire to prevent the tragedy of suicide, especially those that result from untreated mental illness, it seems that all suicide is seen as unacceptable and no sense of the possibility that for some people it is an understandable, and perhaps ultimately, inevitable, outcome. This is prominently seen in the current debates about assisted suicide. However, it is possible that the question Camus poses in the opening paragraphs of The Myth of Sisyphus, is now answered by a medical approach that denies the possibility of the Brational^suicide, and is maybe, dare one say, in some small way also driven by a sense that a person who commits suicide is a threat to the living by devaluing the currency of being alive (Camus and O'Brien 1955) ? A now long dead London psychiatry professor once said in a medical student lecture that he was occasionally relieved when he heard that one of his long-term depressed patients had successfully committed suicide, as a final release from misery that he was unable to sustainably relieve. These words seemed at the time to be both pragmatic and kind, but these days he would probably be sacked. Can we ever dare to admit that someone in dire circumstances might be better off dead?
Cooper (2017) from Bonn, Germany, reviews The Biopolitics of Lifestyle by Christopher Mayes. This books employs Foucault's notion of the Bdispositif^that looks at the influence of social constructions, and thereby social control or Bgovernability,^on individuals, with specific regard to the obesity Bepidemic^in western societies, and is described by the reviewer as Bconfrontational.P urdy and coauthors (2017) from Sydney, Australia, explore conflicts of interest (COI) with regard to the pharmaceutical industry and medicine. They conclude that present methods are essentially binary, and attempts to eradicate COI are failing as part of a polarized discourse that is stagnant and unhelpful. They conclude that exploration of the profoundly different views about Bsecurity and flourishing^at play here needed to be unpacked and better understood as more fruitful way forward. Richards and Okninski (2017) , in their regular BRecent Developments^column about legal events in Australia report and comment on two cases. The first concerns the professional implications of the conduct of research that is outside the traditional professional conduct framework, and shows that research conduct was seen by the relevant Australian Capital Territory tribunal as residing within the clinical sphere and therefore subject the same professional standards. They then return to the Oshin case in Western Australia and point out that the court agreed to palliative care for a boy with an incurable brain tumour but was at pains to point out that this decision was not generalizable, pertaining only to the situation of the child concerned, and his interests only. This is a timely reminder to those of us outside the legal world to be careful about the citation of common law cases with regard to their Bgeneralizability^and hence use and deployment in other cases and ethics debates.
Michael Ashby Editor in Chief (Content)

Thanks to Our Reviewers and Associate Editors
In closing, the editorial team at the JBI would like to wish you all well for the forthcoming year. At this time we pause to acknowledge the great debt we owe to a number of colleagues who have left the editorial team over the course of 2016. Catherine Mills (Biopolitics and Critical Bioethics), Sarah Winch (Clinical Ethics), Ainsley Newson (Science and Genetics), and Sarah Breier (Nursing Ethics) have all contributed enormously to the journal over the past few years and we wish them well for the future. Catherine Myser (Global Bioethics) and Peter Omonzejele (Cross-Cultural Bioethics) have also moved on from their Associate Editor positions to take up roles on the International Advisory Board where we hope to continue to draw from their invaluable expertise. And of course we acknowledge the ongoing, immeasurable contributions of our current Associate Editors, Executive Committee, and Editorial Board who continue to work tirelessly to ensure the JBI continues to grow and to fulfil its mission. Joining the editorial team over the past year have been Nikola Stepanov (Clinical Ethics), Kristina Orfali (Women and Children Bioethics and Cross-Cultural Bioethics), Ilana Maymind (Ethics and Faith), Zubin Master (Science and Genetics), Silvia Camporesi (Ethics and Reproduction), and Sunday Pam (Women and Children Bioethics), all of whom we greatly look forward to working with over the coming years.
We would also like to thank our reviewers (below) for their contributions over the last year. It is an often apparently thankless task that has to be added to already full days, by busy people, and makes yet another demand on top of the day job, family, and any leisure time our reviewers dare to give themselves. Our heartfelt thanks to you, without our reviewers, peer review would collapse. Maybe we could start a campaign to get proper international university recognition of journal reviewing, however, this would probably just add to the metrics burden for academics and violate the comments made in the first paragraph! Michael Ashby Editor in Chief (Content) and Bronwen Morrell Editor in Chief (Production)
Our Reviewers in 2016
Kenneth Robert Abbey
